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Background and Purpose—The epidemiology of stroke in Belarus is unclear. Therefore, a population-based register of stroke was set up in western Belarus to determine incidence and case-fatality in a defined urban population.

Methods—The Grodno Stroke Study is a prospective community-based research among 311 134 residents of the city of Grodno, Belarus. Standard definitions and multiple overlapping sources of ascertainment were used to identify all cases of first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes in all age groups occurring between January 1, 2001, and December 31, 2003.

Results—During 3 years, 2069 cases of first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes were registered. Mean age at stroke onset was 65.8±11.6 years; rate of hospitalization was 89.7%. The crude annual incidence rate of first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes for the study period was 222 per 100 000 (95% CI, 212 to 233). Incidence adjusted to the European standard population and to the World Health Organization world standard population was 287 per 100 000 (95% CI, 274 to 301) and 220 per 100 000 (95% CI, 210 to 231), respectively. The 28-day case-fatality rate was 26.1%. The prevalence of hypertension among all first-ever-in-a-lifetime stroke patients was 87.5%; 529 (25.6%) were current smokers. A total 23.1% of patients had atrial fibrillation, 19.1% had past myocardial infarction, 14.7% had diabetes mellitus, and 22.1% had hypercholesterolemia.

Conclusions—High incidence and case-fatality rates determine the considerable burden of stroke in Belarus and might at least partly be related to the high prevalence of risk factors among the population.
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Stroke is one of the leading causes of death and disability in Europe and absorbs a considerable proportion of healthcare budgets.1–4 The most reliable data on stroke incidence and case-fatality come from population-based incidence studies.5 They increase social knowledge of stroke epidemiology and facilitate healthcare planning, prevention, and management of stroke. No population-based study on stroke epidemiology has been performed in Belarus up to date. Belarus is a landlocked east European non-European Union country with a population of 9.6 million inhabitants and has 1 of the lowest life expectancies in Europe, exactly being on rank 105 by expectancy within the United Nations human development index of 2007.6 According to the World Bank’s country classification, it belongs to the upper middle income group. The Grodno Stroke Study (GROSS) is a community-based, prospective study of stroke incidence and outcome in a large defined urban population of Belarus.

Study Area and Population
Grodno is an urban area in western Belarus. According to the data of the Grodno Regional Statistical Department, in the year 2002, average annual population was 311 134 inhabitants (estimates of 1999 census data); the proportion of people aged ≥65 years was 8.0%. The population is a mixture of Belarusian (62%), Polish (24%), Russian (10%), Ukrainian (2%), Jewish (0.4%), Lithuanian (0.3%), and Tatar (0.3%) ethnicity. There were no considerable migration and change in the ethnic structure of the population during the last 30 years. There is the unified state health care in Belarus which is free of charge, and all inhabitants have the equal access to medical aid. Since Year 2000, a system of staged health care for patients with stroke has been in use in Belarus. According to it, all patients with stroke must be referred to specialized stroke neurological departments (in large cities) or stroke wards (in small towns). There is a stroke neurological department for 60 beds (including an intensive care unit for 6 beds) in Grodno City Clinical Hospital No. 1. All patients with first-ever-in-a-lifetime stroke in Grodno have the equal access to medical care within 4 h of onset of neurological symptoms. Since 1999, stroke has been recognized as one of the priority diseases in the National Health System of Belarus by the Ministry of Health and Social Welfare. Moreover, the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Belarus has organized several outreach multidisciplinary teaching conferences for physicians and paramedical workers of the whole country in order to improve skills of stroke care. The Grodno Stroke Study is a prospective community-based research among 311 134 residents of the city of Grodno, Belarus. Standard definitions and multiple overlapping sources of ascertainment were used to identify all cases of first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes in all age groups occurring between January 1, 2001, and December 31, 2003.

Results—During 3 years, 2069 cases of first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes were registered. Mean age at stroke onset was 65.8±11.6 years; rate of hospitalization was 89.7%. The crude annual incidence rate of first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes for the study period was 222 per 100 000 (95% CI, 212 to 233). Incidence adjusted to the European standard population and to the World Health Organization world standard population was 287 per 100 000 (95% CI, 274 to 301) and 220 per 100 000 (95% CI, 210 to 231), respectively. The 28-day case-fatality rate was 26.1%. The prevalence of hypertension among all first-ever-in-a-lifetime stroke patients was 87.5%; 529 (25.6%) were current smokers. A total 23.1% of patients had atrial fibrillation, 19.1% had past myocardial infarction, 14.7% had diabetes mellitus, and 22.1% had hypercholesterolemia.

Conclusions—High incidence and case-fatality rates determine the considerable burden of stroke in Belarus and might at least partly be related to the high prevalence of risk factors among the population.
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patients with suspected stroke revealed by emergency service, neurologists at outpatient clinics, and general practitioners are referred to this department where a neurologist is available 24 hours a day. A small proportion of patients with stroke is treated at home. They are usually patients with minor stroke who refuse to be admitted to the hospital or severely disabled patients with just another recurrent stroke. The small number of patients is treated at other city hospitals: patients with in-hospital minor strokes, patients with severe strokes and contraindications for transportation, and patients with primary intracerebral hemorrhage referred for surgical treatment. If a patient dies due to stroke (or any other disease) before receiving medical care, an autopsy is obligatory.

**Case Ascertainment**

All suspected strokes occurred among residents of Grodno between January 1, 2001, and December 31, 2003, were identified and assessed for all age groups. Patients who had a stroke at the time of temporarily being away from Grodno were included, but visitors to Grodno who had no permanent registration at the place of residence were excluded. Standard criteria for stroke were used. All cases were categorized as first-ever-in-a-lifetime strokes (FELS) or recurrent strokes on the basis of the clinical history rather than the findings on brain imaging. A fatal event was defined as death within 28 days of the onset of an acute stroke.

We used multiple overlapping sources of ascertainment as suggested by Sudlow and Warlow: (1) daily review of admission and discharge records of the stroke neurological department; 3 doctors of this department were involved in the study; (2) weekly personal or telephone contact with chief general practitioners and neurologists of 12 areas covered by 4 city outpatient clinics; 1 neurologist in each outpatient clinic was responsible for the study; he or she also checked for cases of stroke medical records of the patients who were treated outside the city; (3) weekly telephone enquiries with neurologists of another 5 city hospitals about new cases of stroke; (4) weekly checks of emergency service calls; (5) weekly review of all autopsy protocols; and (6) weekly checks of all death certificates; for patients who died at home without autopsy, medical records were reviewed; cases were registered as a stroke only if a focal neurological deficit could be confirmed; fatal cases involving sudden loss of consciousness or sudden death without neurological deficit were excluded. The additional post hoc control for survivors was made with official registers of subsidized prescriptions for poststroke treatment at outpatient clinics.

Basic demographic data and main vascular risk factors (hypertension, current smoking, atrial fibrillation, past myocardial infarction, hypercholesterolemia, and diabetes mellitus) were recorded for all patients when available. Hypertension was defined as a history of hypertension or newly diagnosed hypertension according to World Health Organization–International Society of Hypertension 1999 criteria after admission to the hospital due to stroke. Smoking was defined as current daily smoking at least 1 cigarette. Diabetes was defined as history of diabetes mellitus or newly diagnosed diabetes mellitus by an endocrinologist according to World Health Organization 1999 criteria after admission to the hospital due to stroke. Atrial fibrillation and previous myocardial infarction were defined as concurrent with stroke permanent or transient atrial fibrillation revealed on electrocardiogram and history of myocardial infarction and electrocardiographic data, respectively. Hypercholesterolemia was defined as value of total cholesterol ≥5.17 mmol/L (measured during the acute phase of stroke).

**Statistical Analysis**

All patients’ data were introduced into an electronic database; integrity of the database was controlled by the principal investigator (S.D.K.) personally. The incidence and mortality because of stroke is expressed in the number per 100 000 persons by age and sex with corresponding 95% CIs, which were calculated assuming a Poisson distribution for the number of events. To make results comparable with other population-based studies, data are presented in 10-year age bands and adjusted to the standard European population and to the World Health Organization world population. Analyses were processed using STATISTICA (data analysis software system), Version 6.0 (StatSoft, Inc, Tulsa, Okla).

**Results**

During 3 years, 2923 suspected stroke cases were identified. One hundred seventy-six cases were excluded because of a final diagnosis other than stroke: transient ischemic attack (n=87), brain tumor (n=27), vascular dementia (n=14), vestibular neuritis (n=12), craniocerebral trauma (n=11), encephalitis (n=7), hypertensive encephalopathy (n=6), benign paroxysmal vertigo (n=5), metabolic encephalopathy (n=5), and migraine (n=2). Exclusion was made on the basis of a combination of clinical findings and CT/MRI or autopsy in 77 patients (43.7%) and on the basis of clinical findings only in 99 patients (56.3%). Twenty-three more patients were excluded due to their residency outside of Grodno. Of the remaining 2724 cases, 652 (23.9%) were recurrent strokes; 3 cases of nontraumatic subdural hematoma were also excluded. Finally, 2069 patients (1015 men and 1054 women) with confirmed diagnosis of FELS were included in the assessment.

In 627 (30.3%) patients, brain CT scan (n=519) or MRI (n=108) was performed. Autopsies were performed in 346 patients, of whom 65 had premortem brain imaging. In total, 908 (43.9%) patients underwent either neuroimaging or autopsy, and it was not possible to analyze reliably stroke subtypes in this study.

Patients’ age ranged from 16 to 106 years (mean±SD age, 65.8±11.6 years). Men were approximately 6 years younger than women (62.7±11.3 versus 68.8±11.0 years, P<0.001). Rate of hospitalization was 89.7% (1855 patients); 179 patients (8.6%) were treated at home, and 35 patients (1.7%) died before medical treatment.

The Table shows the age- and sex-specific incidence of FELS per 100 000 per year. The crude annual incidence rate of FELS for the period 2001 through 2003 was 222 per 100 000 (95% CI, 212 to 233); for men 234 (95% CI, 220 to 248) and for women 211 (95% CI, 198 to 224). Incidence adjusted to the European standard population and to the World Health Organization world standard population was 287 per 100 000 (95% CI, 274 to 301) and 220 per 100 000 (95% CI, 210 to 231), respectively.

The incidence rates increased significantly with each decade of life up to the age group 75 to 84 years inclusively (2161 per 100 000; 95% CI, 1969 to 2377; Figure) and were higher in men than in women. In the age group of ≥85 years, the significant decline of incidence to 1494 per 100 000 (95% CI, 1151 to 1943) was detected. Five hundred forty-one patients (26.1%) died within 28 days of stroke onset. The 28-day case-fatality rate was 24.4% for men and 27.8% for women. The crude annual mortality rate of FELS was 58 per 100 000 (95% CI, 53 to 63); for men 57/100 000 (95% CI, 50 to 64) and for women 59 per 100 000 (95% CI, 53 to 66). Age-specific mortality data are shown in the Figure.

The prevalence of hypertension among all FELS patients was 87.5%; 529 (25.6%) were current smokers. A total of 23.1% of the patients had atrial fibrillation, 19.1% had past myocardial infarction, and 14.7% had diabetes mellitus.
level of total cholesterol was measured in 556 of FELS patients, and hypercholesterolemia was detected in 123 of them (22.1%).

**Discussion**

GROSS is the first population-based register providing epidemiological data on stroke incidence and case-fatality in Belarus. The basic eligibility criteria for community-based registers were used: multiple overlapping sources of ascertainment, prospective study design, large well-defined stable population, and recent census data. Careful case ascertainment was the most important issue in this study, because published official incidence statistics of cerebrovascular diseases in Belarus over 1995 to 2000 demonstrated contradictory and differently directed trends in some regions of the country with up to a 10-fold difference in rates during 1 to 2 years. Therefore, in GROSS, we made every effort to ensure near-complete case ascertainment of all FELS cases (6 overlapping sources). The fact that 199 cases of suspected stroke were excluded indicates the overinclusive approach taken in finding cases in the community.

To evaluate the data quality obtained in our study, we used 5 key indicators identified by Asplund et al in the World Health Organization Monitoring Trends and Determinants in Cardiovascular Disease (MONICA) stroke study: (1) the ratio of fatal cases in the GROSS to stroke deaths in routine mortality statistics is 0.86. This is higher than the limit of 0.75, which was set as an indicator of possible underreporting of stroke deaths in the register; (2) the proportion of fatal cases that are not hospitalized should be 0%; in GROSS, this indicator is 24.8% (134 of 541); (3) with the 26.1% 28-day case-fatality, our study would rank tenth among the 21 MONICA populations; therefore, we suggest that not too many nonfatal events were missed in our register; (4) the proportion of nonfatal cases that are not hospitalized is 3.9% (80 of 2069), and our study would rank also tenth among the 21 MONICA populations; therefore, we think case ascertainment in our register is not less than optimal; and (5) the proportion of fatal cases autopsied or examined by a physician before death ranged from 31% to 100% in the 21 MONICA populations and is 99.3% (537 of 541) in our study; therefore, we suggest that the accuracy of the assignment of diagnostic category in fatal cases was required. Thus, GROSS fulfilled all 5 criteria allowing multinational comparisons.

Among the advantages of our study, we can point to the large defined study population, the big number of registered stroke cases, high rate of hospitalization, concentration of patients in hospital (86% of all FELS were treated in Grodno City Clinical Hospital No. 1), and high rate of autopsies in patients with stroke who died before medical treatment (89% [31 of 35]).

Our study has a number of limitations: low rate (43.9%) of imaging/autopsy, absence of computer databases for searching nonhospitalized cases, and lack of data concerning etiology for ischemic strokes. For these reasons, misdiagnosis of stroke in GROSS might have occurred, thereby leading to the inclusion of patients with stroke-like episodes but no strokes. On the other hand, it is possible that some cases of
stroke (especially minor ones) were missed, but the same limitation affects most population-based registers.

The age-standardized rate (to the World Health Organization world standard population) of stroke incidence in Grodno of 220 per 100,000 (95% CI, 210 to 231) is high as compared with other published studies. Among 69 population-based registers from the recent review of Feigin et al., arranged according to descending age-standardized incidence, the GROSS rate takes 14th. FELS incidence in Grodno is higher than in the most countries of the European Union, except of Finland (Turku), Sweden (Soderhamn), Portugal (Porto, rural population), and Estonia (Tartu, 1991 to 1993); is similar to those reported from the Ukraine (Uzhgorod, 238 per 100,000) and Russia (Krasnoyarsk, 233 per 100,000; Novosibirsk, 1982, 203 per 100,000) but higher than those reported from other low- to middle-income countries from all parts of the world. Incidence in men is higher than in women as in most other series.

Mean age at stroke onset in Grodno (65.8 ± 11.6 years) is broadly similar to those of the studies from low- to middle-income countries. Thus, it is equal to the corresponding total index (65.8 years) of 4,200 to 2008 registers from low- to middle-income countries (Georgia, Chile, Brazil, India) included in the mentioned review. At the same time, the mean age at stroke onset in GROSS is lower than those in population-based studies from high-income countries in 1990 to 2008. For example, it is significantly (P < 0.0001) lower than the corresponding total index (70.7 ± 13.8 years) in 6 countries of the European Registers of Stroke (EROS) project.

Such a younger age of the patients in GROSS may explain the peculiar shift of peak incidence rates toward the group of 75 to 84 years, whereas most studies describe a constant increase of rates with each decade with a maximum in the age group ≥ 85 years. Theoretically, the lower stroke incidence, which we found in the latter group compared with the younger one, might be due to the inadequate identification of stroke cases in the very old population. However, in conditions of the current Belarusian healthcare system for stroke and sources of ascertainment used in GROSS, there was no difference in registration of patients aged 75 to ≥ 84 years. Moreover, the similar shift was also observed in Novosibirsk (1984, 1987, 1992 years of registration) and in Uzhgorod. In Tbilisi, Georgia, rates in both mentioned groups were almost equal (1029 per 100,000 to 1030 per 100,000, accordingly), and in Iquique, Chile, only a slight increase in the older group was detected (1037 per 100,000 to 1089 per 100,000, accordingly). In our opinion, the shift of peak incidence rates toward the group of 75 to 84 years detected in our study is real and it is connected with the lower mean age at stroke onset. We agree with the standpoint of Bejot and Giroud that this index is an instructive tool, which gives meaning to the findings provided by epidemiological studies.

The 28-day case-fatality rate in Grodno (26.1%) is high. Among 58 population-based registers from the review of Feigin et al. (11 studies did not report such rate), arranged in decreasing sequence, the GROSS rate takes is 20th. Although early case-fatality in Grodno is lower than in 3 of 4,2000 to 2008 registers from low- to middle-income countries, it is considerably higher than the goal for 2015 (15%), which was set in the Helsingborg Declaration 2006. The high case-fatality rate may partly be caused by underascertainment of mild strokes and excess of hemorrhagic strokes characterized by higher mortality.

In comparison with other 2000 to 2008 registers, the prevalence of main vascular risk factors in GROSS is high. The rate of hypertension (87.5%) is the highest as reported, although definition of this factor was different in Dijon and Oxford as well as in Tartu and Perth, in which hypertension was not especially defined. The prevalence of atrial fibrillation is similar to Dijon and total prevalence in the EROS project, higher than in Oxford and Iquique, but lower than in Tartu. The rate of previous myocardial infarction (19.1%) is also similar to Dijon (17.9%, P > 0.05) but significantly higher (P < 0.05) as compared with findings of Tartu, Oxford, the EROS registers, and Iquique. The prevalence of diabetes mellitus in the incident-stroke Grodno population (14.7%) is between the highest in Iquique (21%) and the lowest in Oxford (9.5%), whereas the prevalence of current smoking is significantly higher (P < 0.01) as compared with other reported data. The rating of hypercholesterolemia is complicated by a low proportion of measurements in GROSS (556 of 2069) and different definitions of this factor in other studies.

In summary, the age-standardized stroke rate in an urban population of Belarus is higher than in the most developed and developing countries. The mean age at stroke onset is comparable to that reported in low- to middle-income countries and lower than in high-income countries. High incidence and case-fatality rates determine the considerable burden of stroke in Belarus and might at least partly be related to the high prevalence of risk factors among the population. The high case-fatality rate may partly be caused by underascertainment of mild strokes and excess of hemorrhagic strokes characterized by higher mortality.
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